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The Cookie Books sequence is a needs to learn for any child. The a laugh tales of Cookie and
her 3 brothers in Moozelville Playground will entertain little ones whereas supporting them take
pleasure in their very own healthy heritage. it is going to motivate young ones in every single
place to take advantage of their imagination. Readers or listeners will see their very own yard
trees, bugs, birds, streams, lakes, woods and oceans as a longer playground of enjoyable and
learning. on the related time, they are going to be transported again to the center of the 20 th
Century and adventure the playful, basic lifetime of the Moozelville children. viewers to Maine
also will benefit from the thoughts evoked by means of the tales and outline of this gorgeous
state. concerning the Author: Gayle Roselle used to be born within the small city of Hermon,
Maine simply west of Bangor, Maine. Her ancestors, the Webbers, have been one of many first
households to settle there. After attending a one-room schoolhouse in Hermon, Brewer
excessive School, and the collage of Maine in Orono; Roselle now spends her summers on a
small island off the coast of Maine writing approximately her Maine early life adventures.
Roselle has labored with youngsters as a librarian, teacher, and faculty assistant. Gardening is
her hobby.
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